Safety
The safety of your family is just as important to us as it is to you. All MagnaSweep
components surpass domestic and international safety standards and are extensively
tested to ensure your family enjoys the safety they deserve.

Durable and dependable
MagnaSweep systems are designed for reliability and long-lasting performance.
They’re manufactured with premium-quality materials and are proudly backed by
industry-leading warranties. That’s quality you can depend on!

Contact Us
Contact us to learn more about the MagnaSweep in-ﬂoor cleaning and
circulation system and how it can be installed into your new swimming pool!

Make time for the important things!
Maintaining a clean, fresh and healthy pool is easy with the
MagnaSweep in-ﬂoor cleaning and circulation system. The advanced,
self-cleaning technology will improve circulation and take care of the
cleaning so you can enjoy precious time with family and friends.
MagnaSweep, the easy way to own a pool!

Circulation is the key to healthy pool water

What are the beneﬁts?

A pool isn’t clean unless it’s well-circulated. To have immaculate, healthy pool water,
you need an eﬀective cleaning and circulation system. The MagnaSweep
self-cleaning system increases sanitisation, ensures an even dispersement of
chemicals, eliminates cold pockets, and reduces heat loss. This means less time spent
cleaning, and more time for what’s really important: enjoying your pool.

The easy way to own a pool!

Not only does MagnaSweep save you time and money, it’s also better for the
environment. A well-circulated pool uses less energy and requires fewer chemicals
to maintain, making your pool equally kind to the environment and your pocket.

Standard circulation systems only
move water at the surface,
creating cold spots, layering
and poor sanitisation.

MagnaSweep distributes clean,
sanitised water evenly throughout
your pool for a better
pool experience.

The MagnaSweep in-ﬂoor cleaning and
circulation system is specially designed
to suit your new swimming pool. The cleaning
heads are built into your pool during
construction so they blend seamlessly into the
ﬂoor of your pool.
The retractable cleaning heads are strategically
positioned in the ﬂoor of your pool for complete
cleaning coverage. They lift and rotate with
each cleaning cycle, completing a 360º sweeping
action to remove debris and improve circulation.

Clean,
ﬁltered
water

Relax while your pool cleans itself

Great long-term investment

No robots, no hoses, no work

Impressive long-term warranty

Reduce pool treatment and heating costs

Improves circulation & water quality

Spend more time enjoying your pool

Safe and reliable

Stylish colour options
MagnaSweep systems are available in six stylish colours – Black, Blue, Euro Blue, Gold,
Grey, and White – to suit the interior ﬁnish of your new swimming pool. With an option
to complement almost every style and colour choice, the MagnaSweep cleaning heads and
drain virtually disappear into the ﬂoor of your pool.

How does it work?

Powerful
cleaning action

Nothing could be easier than a swimming pool with a MagnaSweep in-ﬂoor
cleaning and circulation system. MagnaSweep cleans automatically and improves water
quality so you have more time to enjoy your pool with family and friends.

Cleaning your pool has never been this easy!

